Hero Power Cards (USWNT)

**LAUREN MOYER**
U.S. Women’s National Team
You are a goalscoring machine when you have the ball on your reverse

★ **HERO POWER** ★
All reverse stick shots are valuable

Goal = 2
No Goal = 1

**CASEY UMSTEAD**
U.S. Women’s National Team
You are a tackling machine and you are hard to beat

★ **HERO POWER** ★
Touch the ball 3 times and you win possession

**DANIELLE GREGA**
U.S. Women’s National Team
You are a sharp shooter from close range

★ **HERO POWER** ★
If you have the ball inside 5 meters from the goal you cannot be tackled but you only have 3 seconds to score

**LINNEA GONZALES**
U.S. Women’s National Team
You have the fastest hands in the United States and you beat defenders with your 3D skills

★ **HERO POWER** ★
You can only be tackled when the defender uses a flat stick (block) tackle
Hero Power Cards (USMNT)

**MOHAN GANDH I**  
U.S. Men’s National Team  
You are a ball winning master and great at forcing opponents into tight spaces  
★ HERO POWER ★  
Make your end of the field narrower than your opponents

**AJAI DHADWAL**  
U.S. Men’s National Team  
You have the silkiest skills and you can always get out of trouble  
★ HERO POWER ★  
If the ball touches your opponent’s foot, they are frozen in place for 3 seconds

**KEI KAEPELLER**  
U.S. Men’s National Team  
You can always find a foot in a crowded circle to win your team a penalty corner when they need it  
★ HERO POWER ★  
If you have the ball inside the scoring zone, you automatically win a “penalty corner”

**AKI KAEPELLE R**  
U.S. Men’s National Team  
You can thread the eye of a needle to find your teammates with a pass over any distance  
★ HERO POWER ★  
Your passes cannot be intercepted by an opponent
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